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Foreword
This special volume contains 22 papers whose preliminary versions were presented at
the 26th International Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science—
MFCS 2001, held in Mari'ansk'e L'azn+e, Czech Republic, August 27–31, 2001. These
papers were selected from the best of 51 conference presentations.
The topics of the papers cover the whole range of theoretical computer science, from
algorithms and complexity to semantics. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly (but in accord
with the distribution of the best papers and conference submissions in general), the
most frequent area is automata and formal languages, ranging from classical topics as
5nite automata and hierarchy theorems to recent additions like quantum automata.
We would like to thank all the authors, referees, and program committee members for
their work which contributed to the quality of this issue. In particular, timely refereeing
and paper revisions allowed this volume to be produced in reasonable time. We are
grateful to the Editors-in-Chief, G. Ausiello and D. Sannella, for proposing this special
issue and providing useful advice during the process.
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